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ABSTRACT
We report an exploration into normative reasoning for robots in
human societies using the concept of institutions.
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1 INTRODUCTION
There is little doubt that future robots will need to comply to the
norms and conventions that humans use. One could hard-wire such
compliance by programming ad-hoc behaviors into our robots. In
this paper we take a different, model-based approach: we codify
generic norms into reusable structures, called Institutions, and
then ground these institutions into specific domains. This is in
accordance to North’s view that institutions constitute “the human
devised constraints that shape social interaction” [3]. We show
how our approach can be used to introduce normative aspects into
robot planning and control, thus allowing robots to participate in
mixed human-robot societies that adhere to human-defined norms.
We also show how the same institution can be used in different
situations by only changing the grounding relation.
2 FORMAL MODEL
The full framework for grounded reasoning with institutions is
presented in [4]. In this section we only introduce the parts of that
framework that are relevant to this paper.
Our institutions encapsulate a collection of norms together with
the roles: Roles = {role1, . . . , rolem }, actions: Acts = {act1, . . . ,actk }
and artifacts: Arts ={art1, . . . ,arta } that they refer to. Examples
of Roles are a ‘tour-guide’ in a museum, or a ‘customer’ in a store.
Arts are the relevant objects, e.g., a ‘painting’ or a ‘cash-register’.
Acts are actions that can be performed, e.g., ‘describe’ a painting
or ‘buy’ a milk box. Thus, for example, a “guided exhibition” can
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be modeled by an institution that includes guides, exhibits, and a
norm stating that guides must describe exhibits. We define norms
to be predications over statements, where a statement is a relation
between a subject, a predicate and an object:
Definition 1. A norm has the form q(trp∗), where q is a qualifier
and trp is a triple of the form:
trp ∈ Roles × Acts × (Arts ∪ Roles)
Qualifiers can be unary relations like must or must − not, or n-
ary ones like inside or before. For example, must can be used to
represent the obligation “A tour-guide must describe a painting”:
must ((TourGuide,Describe,Painting)) . While the binary qualifier
in_front_of can specify a spatial constraint on the location of an
action, as in “Describing should be performed in front of a painting”:
in_front_of ((TourGuide,Describe,Painting)). Binary qualifiers can
express relations between statements, e.g., temporal relations such
as before or during. Institutions put all the above elements together:
Definition 2. An institution is a tuple
I = ⟨Arts, Roles,Acts,Norms⟩.
An institution is an abstraction, which can be instantiated in con-
crete systems that are physically different. For instance, the same
“guided exhibition” institution can be used to regulate behaviors
of agents in different museums, irrespective of these agents being
humans, robots, or a combination of both. We call such a concrete
system a domain.
Definition 3. A domain is a tuple D = ⟨A,O,B, F ,R⟩, where
• A is a set of agents,
• O is a set of physical entities,
• B is a set of behaviors,
• F ⊆ A × B × (O ∪A) is a set of affordances.
• R is a finite set of state variables.
The setA can include humans (e.g., John), robots (e.g., nao), or both.
B is the collection of all behaviors that these humans or robots
can perform, like moveTo or speak. O are objects in the domain,
like EntranceDoor, or StarryNight. The F relation indicates which
agents can execute which behaviors and on which objects, e.g.,
{ (John,moveTo, Irises) , (nao1, speak, StarryNight)}
Definition 4. Given an institution I and a domainD, a grounding
ofI intoD is a tupleG = ⟨GA,GB ,GO ⟩, where:GA ⊆ Roles×A is a
role grounding, GB ⊆ Acts×B is an action grounding, GO ⊆ Arts×O
is an artifact grounding.
Grounding plays an important role in our framework, by estab-
lishing the relation between roles and agents, generic actions and
behaviors of agents, and institution artifacts and physical objects. It
provides the key to reuse the same abstract institution to describe or
regulate different systems. For example, the “guided exhibition” in-
stitution can be grounded in different physical museums (domains)
using different G’s, but another G′ may be used to ground it in a
university where a professor shows a lab to visitors.
Grounding allows us to give norms a concrete semantics in terms
of execution in a physical domain. For example, the semantics of
the norm must ((tour − guide, describe, painting)) is given by all
executions where any agent a that grounds the role tour-guide
executes at least once a behavior b that grounds the action describe.
In this way we can tell if a given physical execution complies to all
norms in an institution.
3 CASE STUDY
We show how our institutional framework can be used to govern a
physical system with robots and humans.
The scenarios consists of two phases. In the first phase, governed
by Guidance institution, a group of human visitors is guided by a
number of agents to a large room. The formation includes one leader,
the visiting humans, and the followers. The task of the latter is to
contain the visitors within close proximity behind the leader. Phase
two, govern by Tutoring institution, takes place in the large room,
where two cooperative agents take the visitors on a tour of the
room, explaining the objects in the room to the visitors. One of the
agents describes each object, while the othermoves around the class-
room, showing the objects to the visitors. The Guidance institution
is defined as follows: Guidance = ⟨ArtsG , RolesG ,ActsG ,NormsG ⟩,
where:
RolesG = {Leader, Follower, Visitor}
ActsG = {Guide, AssistGuidance}
ArtsG = {Destination}
NormsG = {must ((Leader, Guide, Destination)) ,
must ((Follower, AssistGuidance, Leader))
use ((Leader, Guide, Destination))
use ((Follower, AssistGuidance, Leader))
keep_distance ((Follower, AssistGuidance, Leader)) ,
keep_distance ((Follower, AssistGuidance, Visitor)) ,
keep_distance ((Visitor, Follow, Leader))
while ((Leader, Guide, Destination) ,
(Follower, AssistGuidance, Leader)) }
The domain is given as set of agents: A = {mbot03,mbot11, nao,
child1, . . . }, behaviors:B = {MoveOnTrajectory,MoveInFormation,
PerformDialog, ShowObject }, and objects:O = { largeRoom, entrance1,
yellowSphere, . . . }. The affordances are:
F = {
(
mbotx, MoveInFormation, mboty
)
,
(mbotx, MoveOnTrajectory, entrance1) ,
(mbotx, ShowObject, objectz), (nao, PerformDialog, objectz) }
Figure 1: Estimated trajectories of the humans and the
robots during an execution of the first scenario.
where we use the subscripts (·)x , (·)y and (·)z to abbreviate several
affordances that involve agent/object (·). Human behaviors, used by
the Visitors, are represented using a realistic model of a pedestrian
motion [1]. Robots behaviors are described as follows:
(1) MoveOnTrajectory: plan and follow a path in a known envi-
ronment [5].
(2) MoveInFormation: assist the Leader in guiding theVisitors [6].
(3) PerformDialog: perform a speech act.
(4) ShowObject: Navigate to a grounded waypoints.
Experiments were performed in a realistic simulator [2]. Behav-
ior control was distributed, and the planner was centralized. We
run experiments on two scenarios using two different groundings.
In the first scenario, the following grounding was used:
(1) The Guidance Institution with GGuidance:
GA = {(Leader, mbot11), (Follower, mbot03),
(Visitor, child1), (Visitor, child2)}
GB = {(Guide, MoveOnTrajectory),
(AssistGuidance, MoveInFormation)}
GO = {(Destination, entrance1)}
In the second scenario, the same norms were followed by differ-
ent robots on different artifacts to illustrates re-usability of insti-
tutions and the role of grounding. Figure 1 shows an execution of
the first scenario. A video showing executions of both scenarios
is available at: https://tinyurl.com/yanurn3j. An additional video
shows execution on real robots: https://tinyurl.com/ycwxerfv.
Our next step will be to validate our approach in real settings
and to perform a user-based evaluation aimed at verifying the
hypothesis that following human-defined norms improves user’s
acceptance of robots.
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